
In spite of the lockdown, things are still happening in the 
Waterberg and people are finding different ways of doing 
things, many working from home.
In case you missed our special mailing here is a chance to see 
babooner Reilly Mooney’s video presentation of the fabulous 
work she and Melia Markham did with the Swebeswebe 
baboon troop.
Leader of the project, Dr Richard McFarlane of the 

University of Wisconsin- Madison was so taken with the video that he is posting it 
to his website and is sharing it around multiple US and other universities. Great 
work Reilly and video producer WNC’s own Brad Algar. Here are links for the 
video:
<www.facebook.com/watch/?v=282769156401979>
<https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9eMsbAGxlQ4>

Even in these extremely difficult times Waterberg Tourism is 
very actively promoting this spectacular area we live in. Head of 
Operations Judi Groenewald - we all know what a good 
speaker she is - has made a dynamic, short, explanatory video 

showing us how they are transforming tourism in the Waterberg. 
If you are connected to tourism with a safari or hunting lodge, hotel, b&b, tourism 
based shop, supplier of equipment or clothing, cafe or restaurant, then you should 
be a member to take advantage of the organisation’s ongoing and innovative 
marketing.
Download the video - <Judi Groenewald 0053.html>

Recycling has become even more important and it’s great to see one of our major 
clothing retailers setting an example turning over a million PET bottles a year into 
fabric for use in their range of puffer jackets, duvets and pillows. 
              Are you recycling? We have a very active recycler in Vaalwater
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Nitrogen dioxide pollution over northern China, Western Europe and the US decreased by 60% 
in early 2020 compared to a year ago.

We often hear the word Ubuntu, what does it mean? Here’s a great example - 
A teacher suggested a game to his class, he placed a basket of sweets 100 metres 
away and said first to get there would get the sweets ------ the kids’ reaction? They 
ran together to the sweets and divided them equally! 
                                   That’s Ubuntu, I am because we are.

EWT’s Derek Van Der Merwe says the Painted Wolves 
are thriving in the Lapalala Wilderness boma and the 11 
pups are growing by the minute, now 8 weeks old. Exciting 
times with lions sniffing around the fence. EWT in 
conjunction with Lapalala is constantly monitoring the 
situation and anticipates the dogs will be released into the 
reserve at the end of August. See them on:
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQ-nhGfrU4>

             International publicity for the Lapalala Wilderness School: 
‘From migrating Wildebeest to grazing Zebra, the Red Rhino scarf collection is 
something special. Red Rhino creates gorgeous scarves and wispy wraps, with a 
percentage of the profits going to Lapalala Wilderness School which teaches 
conservation, ecology and similar good stuff to young children in South Africa.’
<redrhinoembracewilderness.org>
The Irish Times (extract) - Gemma Tipton.

                                      NEWS - better late then never!

Lucy Calcott student of the Waterberg Academy has been accepted into the 
prestigious halls of Harvard University in the US. Congratulations Lucy and 
another feather in the Academy’s cap.

                                                   New Members:
                      Total Garage Vaalwater and Thaba Tala Game Farm
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                                               General WNC
There is no indication of when we will be able to hold a Conservancy meeting, 
certainly not in the immediate future, however the EXCO continues to operate, 
meetings being held by Zoom. We feel it is important to keep in touch and where 
possible to attend to any matters which may arise during this period, so we’re here 
and keeping the wheels turning. 

                                    
                                          Some Commercial News
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